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19. Other information
Please provide any other information that you would like us to consider in support of your
proposed development (please include details of any up-to-date supporting studies that have
been undertaken and attach copies e.g. Transport Appraisal, Flood Risk Assessment, Drainage
Impact Assessment, Peat/Soil Survey, Habitat/Biodiversity Assessment etc.)
Please refer to all attached and submitted documentation as follows:
• Development Strategy (March 2018)
• Westhill Capacity Study (May 2014)
• Westhill Business Research (March 2015)

Please tick to confirm your agreement to the following statement:

tick

By completing this form I agree that Aberdeenshire Council can use the information provided in
this form for the purposes of identifying possible land for allocation in the next Local
Development Plan. I also agree that the information provided, other than contact details and
information that is deemed commercially sensitive (questions 1 to 3), can be made available to
the public.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Purpose of this document

1.2 Planning summary

1.3 Holistic approach

This document has been produced in support of individual Representations

The subject lands currently lie outwith the settlement boundary of Westhill,

This document assesses the site location and its surrounding context, and

to Aberdeen City Council and Aberdeenshire Council for their respective

as defined in the Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan 2017, and within

includes a visual and physical appraisal of the site and its environs. Through

Local Development Plans. Due to the nature of the site, which straddles the

Greenbelt in the Aberdeen City Local Development Plan 2017.

this appraisal, the study identifies the development capacity of the site to

administrative boundaries, a single document with a common core has been

Stewart Milne Homes (SMH) are currently engaging through the process of

accommodate change and concludes with a vision for growth, strategic

formulated with site specific sections which set out relevant information for

review of both plans and will be submitting timeous representations to promote

concept plan, high level development framework and a summary of the

the respective councils.

the subject lands. These bids are therefore the first stage of representation to

specific opportunities for development as relevant to the part of the site

The purpose of this document is to demonstrate:

promote high level masterplanning and reasoned justification as to why the

which falls into the respective Council administrative boundaries.

subject lands should be allocated for residential and appropriate commercial

A master planning approach has been taken, which considers the site in a

development for the sites as follows:

comprehensive and holistic way, emphasising context, landscape capacity,

•

The suitability of the sites in performing a much-needed and valuable
function in accommodating requirements for housing and employment

•

land that have been identified by both Councils;

•

Land at Cadgerford, Westhill (Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan)

How an aspirational vision for the growth of Westhill might start to be

•

Land at Backhill, Westhill (Aberdeen City Local Development Plan)

translated into strategic plans and policies, with specific reference to the

•

Land at Damhead, Westhill (Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan)

south of the town; and
•

design quality, and sustainability as the key factors that can achieve this
objective.
SMH has appointed a multi- disciplinary team to demonstrate that development
at Damhead/Cadgerford/Backhill is both deliverable and can meet the

Westhill is not currently recognised by the Strategic Development Plan 2014

How the site fits into a strategy for southern expansion with particular

aspirations for good place making enshrined within National, Regional and

as being within a Strategic Growth Area although Stewart Milne Homes

reference to how required infrastructure improvements might be

Local Policy

and others will also submitting appropriate representations to the recently

accommodated.

published Main Issues Report, i.e. objecting to the continued expression of

1.1.1 	Stewart Milne Homes
The Stewart Milne Group was founded in Aberdeen in 1975. Since then it has
grown to become one of the UK’s leading privately owned house builders.
They have a commitment to enterprise and innovation matched with
traditional value for quality services. They are currently building in a number
of locations through the UK but are proud to be headquartered in the North
East of Scotland and particularily within Westhill.

The team appointed consists of the following:

that constraining position and promoting the much needed strategic growth

•

Masterplanners / Landscape Architects: Optimised Environments (OPEN)

of the settlement.

•

Planning: Emac Planning

Due to the increasing pressure from local businesses and developers in

•

Transport and Engineering Consultants: Fairhursts

Westhill, including Stewart Milne Homes, in December 2013 Aberdeenshire
Council commissioned AMEC to update the Westhill Capacity Study (2008)
and consider the capacity for future growth of the town over a 20 – 25 year
period.
The study assessed a number of possible development options around Westhill
to determine a percentage weighting as to their suitability for development
purposes. 70% or over was considered ‘Most Suitable’, 61-69% was considered
‘Suitable’ and lower than 60% was considered ‘Less Suitable’.
The subject land was included within site assessment 24 and achieved a score
of 73%, i.e. ‘Most Suitable’. In the final report, out of the 24 sites assessed, the
subject land is listed as being within the Councils short list of most suitable
sites with a “strong preference” to be developed first.
As the most up-to-date study regarding the development potential of the
town, these conclusions carry significant weight in the ongoing process of
plan review.
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2. Planning
2.1 Scottish Planning Policy

and consider the capacity for future growth of the town over a 20 – 25 year

site-specific or design related issues. It would be for others to look at these

period.

matters through individual land promotion. Nevertheless the study does

The aim of Scottish Planning Policy (SPP) is to ensure that development

The Final Report was published in May 2014 and as the most up to date

suggest that mixed use development should be encouraged as an appropriate

and changes in land use occur in suitable locations and are in themselves

study regarding the development potential of the town, its conclusions carry

way of achieving the overall vision for Westhill of creating a sustainable mixed

sustainable. Planning policies and decisions should not therefore prevent or

significant weight in the ongoing process of Development Plan review.

community which balances residential, commercial and employment related

inhibit development and use of land in cities and towns unless there are sound
reasons for doing so. The planning system guides the future development
and use of towns and cities in the long-term public interest. The goal is for a
prosperous and socially just Scotland with a strong economy, homes, jobs and
a good living environment for everyone.

development in such a way as to reduce the need to travel and create a vibrant

2.3 Westhill Capacity Study

place.

The updated study usefully considered the capacity for future growth of the
town over a period of 20 – 25 years. This differs from the previous target of
achieving 50% growth in housing stock which underpinned the initial 2008

The study assessed a number of possible development options around Westhill
to determine a percentage weighting as to their suitability for development
purposes. 70% or over was considered ‘Most Suitable’, 61-69% was considered
‘Suitable’ and lower than 60% was considered ‘Less Suitable’.

As one of the UK’s leading privately owned house builders Stewart Milne

study, therefore the findings and recommendations arising from the updated

Homes therefore engage in strategic land promotion and representation

study differed significantly from the conclusions reached in 2008, reflected

The subject land was included within site assessment areas 23 and 24. Area 23

throughout Scotland and specifically engage with the Scottish Government

the ongoing growing pressure on the town and sought to understand the

achieved a score of 74% and Area 24 achieved a score of 73%, i.e. both in the

on national planning policy with a view to creating appropriate strategic

opportunity for the future growth potential of the settlement.

‘Most Suitable’ category. In the final report, out of the 24 sites assessed, the

and local context for allocation of land under their control for development
purposes.

2.2 Current Development Plan
Context
The subject lands currently lie outwith the settlement boundary of Westhill,
as defined in the Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan 2017, and within
Greenbelt in the Aberdeen City Local Development Plan 2017.
Any planning promotion of the subject lands for development is influenced
by the Strategic Development Plan context for the settlement and the
consequential review of the LDP’s and their requirement or otherwise to react
to such context to include the need for additional development allocations or
otherwise.
Stewart Milne Homes (SMH) have previously engaged through the process
of review of the both plans and submitted representations at the Call for
Sites, Main Issues Report and Proposed Plan stages of Plan preparation.
These representations promoted high level masterplanning and reasoned
justification as to why the subject lands should be first phase allocations
for wider residential and appropriate commercial development. Since that
time, control has been achieved of further land as required for the effective
masterplanning of the proposed southern expansion area.
Westhill is not currently recognised by the Strategic Development Plan 2014
as being within a Strategic Growth Area although Stewart Milne Homes
and others will also submitting appropriate representations to the recently
published Main Issues Report, i.e. objecting to the continued expression of
that constraining position and promoting the much needed strategic growth
of the settlement.
Due to this increasing pressure from local businesses and developers in
Westhill, including Stewart Milne Homes, in December 2013 Aberdeenshire
Council commissioned AMEC to update the Westhill Capacity Study (2008)

The key issues emanating from the updated Westhill Capacity Study should
therefore again be considered by policy makers through the emerging
Aberdeenshire and Aberdeen City Local Development Plans and the review

subject land is therefore listed as being within the Councils shortlist of most
suitable sites with a “strong preference” to be developed first. Indeed all the
land to the south of Westhill is categorised as ‘Most suitable”.

of the Strategic Development Plan. This document should therefore be

As the most up-to-date study regarding the development potential of the town,

read with the separate submissions made to the Proposed Aberdeen and

should there be a strategic requirement, these conclusions carry significant

Aberdeenshire Local Development Plans prepared by Emac Planning LLP on

weight in the ongoing process of plan review and Aberdeenshire Council

behalf of Stewart Milne Homes.

should be planning for the strategically required releases now to ensure that

Significantly the capacity study was informed by and benefited from up-todate statistical and planning data, a workshop comprising AMEC E&I staff

any perceived constraints can be dealt with through an appropriate scale of
enabling development.

and Aberdeenshire Council officers from the Transportation and Economic

This document therefore seeks to apply the positive Aberdeenshire Council

Development Departments and regular correspondence between members

analysis to the subject lands and provide further more detailed site-specific

of the Project Delivery client group. Its conclusions therefore carried and

analysis and a vision as to how the land can facilitate the first phases of a

continue to carry significant weight.

strategy of southern growth for the town. This will help to inform the process

Positively, the study is underpinned by the assumption that development

of Plan review.

pressures recently experienced in Westhill will continue, at least in the short

This document should therefore be read with the separate submissions made

to medium term. It was also assumed that the Aberdeen Western Periphery

to the Proposed Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire Local Development Plans

Route (AWPR), which at its nearest point is situated only 1km east of Westhill

prepared by Emac Planning LLP and the submissions on the SDP MIR by

will be fully operational within the 20-25 year time frame of the capacity study.

Stewart Milne Homes.

The AWPR is currently under construction and nearing completion. A further
assumption is that the vast majority of potential development in Westhill over
the next 25 years will be funded by the private sector, although limited public
sector funding may become available for infrastructure interventions.
The study clearly focused on opportunities to provide extensive employment
land in order to sustain Westhill as a centre of excellence in subsea engineering,
in addition to providing opportunities to diversify the local economy. Significant
provision of employment land in Westhill will clearly have a positive impact
on sustainability objectives and this of course should be achieved alongside
suitable allocations for housing and other appropriate uses.
Early in the process, the authors of the report recognised that due to the high
level nature of the study it was not possible or practical to consider detailed

Damhead/Cadgerford/Backhill, Westhill
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3. Context

fig. 5: 	 Westhill potential growth areas in context of other significant developments
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3.3 Historic growth
Westhill was planned as a new town in the 1960s, expanding the existing
settlements of Westhill and Elrick to provide overspill housing for Aberdeen.
The town is primarily situated on the southern slopes of Hill of Keir, a strong
landscape element which forms a visual barrier to the north.
The historic maps on this page show the rapid settlement growth on the
former farming areas of Western Kinmundy and Elrick. Residential estates
constructed through to the 1980s were in several separate areas which by
1990 had coalesced through infill development into a definable urban area.
Since the 1990s there has been rapid growth outward from this established
form with residential growth generally to the east and west and significant
industrial growth to the south up to the B9119.
The Westhill Capacity Study acknowledges and identifies planned expansion
of Westhill, which is welcomed. It is important through this planned expansion
that clearly defensible boundaries for future growth are identified in order to
enhance the spatial structure of Westhill and set it as a place and town in its
landscape context. The land at Damhead, Cadgerford and Backhill can clearly
set the eastern edge of this expansion and help to open up other identified
land to the west.

fig. 12: 	 1980

fig. 10: 	 1959

fig. 11: 	 1967

fig. 13: 	 1990

fig. 14: 	 2014
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3.4 Town facilities, services and land
use
Westhill is supported by a range of facilities and services, from retail to hotel
and significant areas of employment uses. Although there is no historic core
as such, the Westhill Shopping Centre to the east is identified for planning
purposes as the town centre, supporting a range of food and specialist retail
in addition to other services. Retailers in this location include M&S, The
Co-operative Food, Aldi and a collection of other independent and national
businesses. Large-scale retail has been established to the south of the A944
on the eastern entrance to the town in the form of a Tesco superstore.
Restaurants, hotels, vet and dental practices and a doctors surgery are all
accommodated within the town and convenience retail outlets are dispersed
throughout the town.
There are four primary schools within Westhill: Westhill Primary, Skene
Primary, Elrick and Crombie Primary school. Westhill also has a secondary
school, Westhill Academy which services Westhill, Skene and pupils in the
surrounding area.
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fig. 15: 	 Town facilities and landuse
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3.5 Open space/landscape
There are no statutory designated sites within the settlement boundary of
Westhill, although statutory sites lie within the wider context and there are
locally important non-statutory designated sites within the town.
Arnhall Moss Local Nature Reserve
Arnhall Moss lies on the eastern edge of Westhill and has a recognised value
as wildlife habitat, being part of a former lowland raised bog. It is now largely
covered in birch woodland and no longer functions as an open wet area.
Carnie Woods
Approximately 8 hectares of woodland.
Ancient woodland
Parts of Wester Ord Plantation and Broomfield Plantation to the south are

Westhill Golf Club

identified as Ancient woodland in addition to addition to woodland on Backhill
immediately to the south of Six Mile junction.
Green Belt
Aberdeen City Council have designated all land immediately to the east

Co
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fig. 16: 	 Town facilities and landuse
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3.6 Access and connections
The Damhead, Cadgerford and Backhill sites offer an excellent opportunity
for development in a sustainable manner. There are a number of benefits that
can be realised by developing the sites. A separate Accessibility Appraisal has
been carried out by Fairhurst that contains details of the existing facilities and
movement network in Westhill and outlines the implications for the site itself.
This separate Accessibility Appraisal concludes the following:
•

The sites are located within a reasonable walking distance from significant
employment zones and from Westhill town centre where a number of
amenities and facilities can be found. In addition the whole of Westhill is
A944

accessible by bicycle. The sites’ location will therefore encourage short
trips by sustainable means, reducing the need to travel by car, which
meets with land use planning and transport planning policy.
•

To enable sustainable trips footway and cycleway connections can be
made from the sites to existing and proposed infrastructure within Westhill,
notably within Arnhall Business Park. This could include a signalised
crossing on the B9119. Excellent footway and cycleway provision exists or
is proposed within the immediate vicinity of the site, offering direct links
from the site to key trip generating destinations in Westhill.

•

The B9119 forms a significant part of the northern site boundary and
is a bus corridor that is served frequently, particularly during peak
periods. There is potential to introduce bus stops on the B9119 adjacent
to the Cadgerford and Backhill sites to allow public transport access to
Aberdeen in particular. The sites can also be developed to allow future

fig. 18: 	 Cycle facilities

fig. 17: 	 Pedestrian isochrones from Damhead/Cadgerford/Backhill site

bus penetration.
•

1600m walking isochrone limit

On road cycle route

direct access to the AWPR which is expected to be complete in Autumn

2400m walking isochrone limit

Off road cycle path

2018. The sites will have excellent accessibility to the local and strategic

Arnhall Business Park

Network extent of the ‘No Excuse Cycling Zone’

1

Skene Medical Group

Toucan crossing

infrastructure

2

Tesco superstore

constraints on the local road network on the B9119 and at the A944 /

3

Costco superstore

4

Westhill Academy

The sites are located close to the A944 corridor, which in turn will offer

road network.
•

Studies

by

Aberdeenshire

Council

have

identified

B9119 Six Mile junction. These critical points are a threat to the short term
growth of Westhill as opportunities to improve capacity are currently
limited. However the Damhead, Cadgerford and Backhill land parcels

•

have frontage on to the B9119 and the Six Mile junction and land from

integrated pedestrian / cyclist crossing facilities and would also allow all

The Damhead, Cadgerford and Backhill sites have rightly been recognised

within these sites could be utilised to offer capacity improvements to the

movements to occur from Arnhall Phase 3. The traffic signals could be

in the Westhill Capacity Study as being sites that are most suitable for

existing road network, unlocking short term development potential.

linked to the Six Mile junction traffic signals.

development. Development of the sites could occur in a sustainable manner

The realigned C-class Westhill to Blacktop Road would be designed in

offering many benefits due to their location. In addition, development of these

the Six Mile junction. Development at Damhead, Cadgerford and Backhill

such a manner as to discourage rat-running movements, which currently

sites can offer road capacity benefits at critical points on the local network

offers an opportunity to realign the road so that it meets the B9119 further

occur.

which cannot be easily realised through development of other sites. From

The C-class Westhill to Blacktop Road constrains improvement options at

west than it currently does, which would allow alternative improvements
to be made to the Six Mile junction, increasing its capacity in the short
term.
•

•

•

•

Aberdeenshire

Council

are

known

to

be

considering

long

term

infrastructure improvement options for Westhill, though no clear strategy
has been identified at this stage. The land at Damhead, Cadgerford

Land from within the Damhead, Cadgerford and Backhill sites could be

and Backhill can be developed in a manner which makes allowance for

used to make improvements to the B9119 over the frontage of the sites.

future long term infrastructure plans, including potential for a southern

Site access could be gained by a new signal controlled crossroads junction

distributor road passing through the site. However an access strategy is

adjacent to the proposed Arnhall Phase 3 access, which is planned to

also available which would allow short term development to progress to

operate on a left-in / left-out basis. The traffic signals would have

meet current demands in Westhill.

a traffic and transport perspective, allocation of the sites for development
would permit growth in Westhill in the short and long term which may not be
achievable through development elsewhere in the town.

Damhead/Cadgerford/Backhill, Westhill
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4.4 Watercourses/flood risk

4.5 Pipeline consultation zone

The Brodiach Burn is the main watercourse within the site, although the Ord

The BP ‘Forties’ oil pipeline system runs through the site, between the

Burn runs to the west of Damhead, and there are a number of agricultural

Damhead and Cadgerford landholdings and thereafter runs outwith the site,

drainage ditches that drain towards the southern boundary within which

parallel to the Brodiach Burn. The pipeline carries unstabilised crude oil from

flowing water has been observed. The SEPA flood risk maps indicate that any

Cruden Bay to Kinneil, Grangemouth. The pipeline has a consultation distance

change of flooding due to the watercourse is largely constrained to those areas

of 485m. The consultation distance is subdivided into three zones:

immediately adjacent to the main Brodiach channel. A wider area of potential

•

Inner Zone: 0 – 110 metres;

•

Middle Zone: 110 – 380 metres; and

•

Outer Zone 380 – 485 metres.

flood risk is shown on the SEPA maps at the confluence of the Brodiach Burn
and the Ord Burn which runs outwith the site further to the west.
The SEPA flood risk maps for surface water flooding is largely similar to the
river flood risk, with additional local areas corresponding to local drainage

The consultation zones around this oil pipeline restricts the amount and

ditches and existing wetland areas.

type of development which can take place. The Health and Safety Executive

A wetland area is evident towards the south of the site adjacent to an existing
mixed woodland area. Local earth sculpting to shape and contain this area
can be seen which it is presumed is to allow agricultural activities around the
site.

(HSE) are responsible for deciding whether to ‘Advise Against’ a proposed
development. The current methodology which HSE uses when providing land
use planning advice is known as PADHI (Planning Advice for Developments
near Hazardous Installations). PADHI applies two main principles to a decision
matrix to generate the response, these include:
•

The zone that the development is located in; and

•

The ‘Sensitivity Level’ of the proposed development, which is derived
from an HSE categorisation system of “Development Types”.

A full assessment of the acceptability of development requires an indication
of the type of development, the proposed building floorplates and heights,
building capacities and general site arrangement in order to assess the likely
population that would be living or working in the proposed areas. Development
with vulnerable users such as schools are most likely to be refused whilst
those involving the normal working population at work are more likely to be
acceptable.
For the purposes of this development strategy, the following has been applied

fig. 30: 	BP ‘Forties’ consultation zone

in line with the PADHI guidance:
•

Inner zone: No residential. Offices, industrial storage up to 2 storeys and
less than 100 occupants. Hostels up to 9 bedspaces. Retail units up to 250

Site boundary
Pipeline

sqm per building. Bar/restaurant up to 250sqm.
fig. 28: 	SEPA Flood risk map: River

•

Middle zone: Low-medium density residential. Office, industrial storage,

Inner zone (0-110m)

no limit in height and population. Hotels up to 100 bedspaces. Retail units
up to 5000 sqm per building. Bar/Restaurant up to 5000 sqm.
•

Middle zone (110-380m)

Outer pipeline zone: Medium-high density residential. Offices, industrial,
storage – no limit. Hotels – not limit to bedspaces. Retail units- no limit per

Outer zone (380-485m)

building. Bar/restaurant – no limit.

fig. 29: 	SEPA Flood risk map: Surface water
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4.6 Landscape elements
Key landscape elements within the site include:
Watercourse
As described previously, the Brodiach Burn runs through the middle of the
site, between the Damhead and Cadgerford landholdings. The Ord Burn
borders the western edge of the Damhead landholding. Along its length if the
Brodiach Burn there is generally an associated strip of vegetation of various
types and densities. This ranges from long grasses to shrubs and self-seeded
small trees.
Small scale agricultural drainage ditches
Water flows along a number of drainage ditches formed for agricultural
purposes. In general these ditches pick up water from fields to drain towards
the Brodiach Burn.
Wetland area
There are areas of wetland identified by the Scottish Wetland Inventory to the
south of the site formed at a low points in the site and surrounded by several
drainage ditches. This is in the form of wet grassland/marshy grassland.
Existing trees
An area of native woodland sits adjacent to the wetland area to the south of
the Cadgerford landholding. This appears to be mature broadleaved woodland
of a mature nature which has had little or no management.
Dry stone dykes and associated rough scrub strips
There is some evidence of dry stone dykes constructed as field boundaries.
These are particularly significant on the boundaries with woodland areas.
Agricultural land
In general, the site is clearly in agricultural use and as such has been intensively
managed in places where land has been under various functions.

fig. 31: 	 Key landscape elements

Site boundary

Native species

Watercourse

Non-native species

Broadleaf woodland

Coniferous woodland

Long established planting
Wetland

Mixed conifer/broadleaf woodland
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4.7 Views/enclosure/boundary
The site is well contained and enclosed to the south and east by woodland
and the Back Hill landform, which is in turn part of the larger King’s Seat
landform (see panorama at foot of this page). Landform contains immediate
views beyond the site boundary to the south-west, however there are distant
views possible to Hill of Fare and the Midmar Forest area. Moving southwards
along the Westhill-Blacktop road beyond Maplecrest there are distant views
to the south-east before a local ridge closes them off.
Due to its slightly elevated position, in general there are good views from the
Westhill-Blacktop road over the gentle valley that contains the Brodiach Burn
to the west and north of the southern edge of Westhill. As can be seen on the
photographs shown on this page, Westhill’s immediate urban edge is visually

View from C class road adjacent to Brodiach burn west of Broomfield Plantation showing ragged southern urban edge of Westhill

ragged and incoherent along this boundary, displaying a wide array of office
and light industrial building types, heights, materials and designs with no
overall structure or pattern. Beyond the immediate built edge, Westhill rises
up to the north and displays a somewhat softer, residential character that is
quite visually dominant against the Hill of Keir and other local hills.
The wooded boundary to the south is of a plantation character but does have
an fringe of trees that softens the edge and prevents too stark a barrier.

Incongruous building styles and forms that are dominant on skyline

Large floor plate buildings with significant visual impact

The Back Hill landform contains the site on the east.

Damhead/Cadgerford/Backhill, Westhill
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4.8 Site analysis summary
A summary of the key site features and issues is illustrated on the adjacent
diagram. In summary, the site:
•

Is well contained to the east and south through landform and woodland
planting;

•

Generally faces west and south with a slope towards a small watercourse
running through the site;

•

Is bounded to the east by the minor Westhill-Blacktop road;

•

Contains few existing significant landscape features beyond the
watercourse and a small area of woodland and wetland;

•

Has a visually incoherent and disruptive northern boundary where the
industrial/office park edge of Westhill is located; and

•

Has topography that lends itself to development and is of a size to allow
mixed-use development.

fig. 32: 	Views, enclosure and site analysis summary
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6. Development framework
6.1 Approach
This section sets out a high level development framework for the area
to the south of Westhill, building upon the principles and capacity testing
established with the Westhill Capacity Study by AMEC (which is extracted
below for information).
The key principles of the development framework are:
•

Show proposals within identified logical development boundaries and
enclosure rather than limited by administrative boundaries;

•

POTENTIAL

Identify improvements to existing infrastructure and appropriate new
movement networks to the south which minimise potential for severance;

•

FUTURE GROWTH

Extend existing employment areas to create identifiable business core
with supporting residential uses surrounding;

•

Create a strong network of open space which links to surrounding areas
and creates a high quality setting to the town extension.

POTENTIAL
EMPLOYMENT

FUTURE GROWTH

RESIDENTIAL

MIXED-USE
RESIDENTIAL

POTENTIAL
FUTURE GROWTH
RESIDENTIAL

fig. 35: 	Extract from AMEC Capacity study showing indicative proposals for expansion within
Aberdeenshire Council boundaries

fig. 36: 	Conceptual plan illustrating approach focussed on southerly extent within logical boundaries rather than administrative
boundaries
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6.2 Strategic plan for growth to the
south of Westhill
The adjacent development framework illustrates the land uses, open space
and movement network that should be considered when planning sustainable
growth to the south of the B9119. The key strategic principles and interventions
are:
Infrastructure/movement
1. Stop up Westhill-Blacktop C-class road to allow for improvements at ’Six Mile
junction’ between A944 and B9119;
2. Re-route C class road to connect back in further south and to the B9119 to
the north;
3. Upgrade B9119 to ‘urban boulevard’ spine linking existing and future
development, which will assist in enhancing local vehicular distribution along
with the planned southern relief route as identified in the Westhill Capacity
Study;
4. Suggest that traffic filters through a network to the south in a variety of
routes, allowing connection to the planned southern relief route, ensuring that
this new route does not become a barrier to development;

1

3

5. Southern relief route as per Westhill Capacity Study.
Land-use

3

6. Extend existing business area.
7. Plan for mixed-use area as interface between employment areas and residential.

6

5

8. Residential densities to reflect restrictions imposed by adjacent pipeline

7
5

consultation zones.

2
9
7

Landscape and open space
9. Protection and enhancement of existing watercourse corridors as structuring

10

open space.

4

10. Areas of local topography used as open space.

6.2.1 	
Backhill

Development at Damhead, Cadgerford &

9

4

9

Within the overall development framework for the south of Westhill, development
at Damhead, Cadgerford and Backhill offers the opportunity to create a mixeduse development that can act as gateway to Westhill on the east of the town.
This would allow initial infrastructure improvements specifically around the
Six Mile junction and along the B9119 that would otherwise be restricted. The
gateway experience can be further enhanced in the future by allowing space
for a relief road as identified in the Westhill Capacity Study, to run through
Damhead and Cadgerford and on to a potential connection further east on the
A944. The development framework and associated components set out on

fig. 38: 	Development Framework for the south of Weshill

the following pages show a potential movement network, a mix of uses and
residential densities and structuring open space that can not only act as a high
quality setting for development but also provide amenity space for residents

Site boundary

Residential High density

Residential Low density

Open space

Residential Medium-high density

Employment

Woodland

Residential Medium density

Mixed-use

Existing woodland

and links northwards towards the established facilities of Westhill and outward
into the countryside.
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6.3 Land within Aberdeen
City Council boundaries

6.4 Land within
Aberdeenshire Council
boundaries

the Damhead landholding accounts for approximately

The land could be accessed from the B9119 or from a

The adjacent diagram highlights those areas which wall

Access and connections to movement network

new road access created as a cross-roads opposite the

within Aberdeenshire Council administrative boundaries.

The land could be accessed from the B9119 or from a

proposed route into the Arnhall Phase 3 development.

In summary, the key aspects of the development

new road access created as a cross-roads opposite the

Residential uses are shown edging these employment
blocks to provide a step down in scale and mitigate the
visual impact of what will inevitably be larger parking
areas associated with the business uses.

The adjacent diagram highlights those areas which fall
within Aberdeen City Council administrative boundaries.
In summary, the key aspects of the development
framework in this area are as follows.
Land use

Access and connections to movement network

7.5 hectares of development land, proposed as a mix
of employment and residential, the final density being
subject to the consultation process with regard to the
Forties pipeline designations.

This road would replace the existing Westhill - Blacktop

framework in this area are as follows.

proposed route into the Arnhall Phase 3 development.

A mix of employment and residential uses could be

C-class road and tie into a wider movement network with

the

Land use

This road would replace the existing Westhill - Blacktop

accommodated

connections south and west. This would help alleviate

Around 9.5 hectares of land is suitable for development

C-class road and tie into a wider movement network with

Aberdeen City Council boundary. Around 6 hectares

pressure on the Six mile junction. Further enhancement

within the Aberdeenshire boundary. This is split in to two

connections south and west in to Damhead. This would

of employment land would be most suitable for the

of this route would be possible as it headed south

main areas which will be subject to land use and density

help alleviate pressure on the Six Mile junction.

area adjacent to the Brodiach Burn, responding to the

through the proposed development linking in to local

development restrictions of the Forties Pipeline which

restrictions, requiring consultation as a result of the

Landscape

infrastructure.

Forties pipeline. An area to the north of the Cadgerford

The Brodiach Burn runs in a southerly direction to the

Landscape

landholding is around 2 hectares and is suitable for

south of the identified land and could form a significant

A linear park associated with the Brodiach Burn

employment. The area identified is immediately adjacent

landscape corridor with links to the south and west and

watercourse corridor would form a significant landscape

to the B9119 that runs to the north and is bounded to the

out to the wider countryside.

space along the western boundary of the identified land.

south by the Brodiach Burn. It is a highly visible site which

This would effectively provide an ecological landscape

reflects the type of functions proposed in the Arnhall

spine through the development, connecting mixed-use

Business Park to the north, hence the employment land

communities to the rural setting and providing a direct

use proposal. Running to the west of the Brodiach Burn

within

the

land

falling

within

runs parallel to the watercourse in this location. In order
to accommodate flood risk areas and the strictest of
the development restrictions related to the pipeline
consultation zones, a wide watercourse corridor is
proposed that has the benefit of ensuring the western
boundary of the employment land enjoys not only a good
outlook onto a landscape element, but also is highly
visible from the B9119.

north-south route from the established settlement
through the expansion area.

fig. 42: 	Land within Aberdeen City Council administrative boundaries

fig. 43: 	Land within Aberdeenshire Council administrative boundaries
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1.0 Introduction
1.1 Stewart Milne Homes welcome the early commencement of replacement of the
Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan 2017 and the opportunity to promote land
for allocation for housing, business and open space purposes at Westhill.
1.2 Stewart Milne Homes are a division of Stewart Milne Group, Scotland’s largest
privately owned homebuilder and timber systems manufacturer and have
constructed many houses within Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire and wish to see
both continue to prosper through the confidence that a Development Plan led
system can deliver to the business sector and all local stakeholders.
1.3 Stewart Milne Homes therefore regularly input to and monitor Local Development
Plans effectiveness and acknowledge that the Settlement Strategies of the 2017
LDP generally reflect that of the Strategic Development Plan (SDP). However, along
with much of the development industry, Stewart Milne Homes have ongoing
reservations regarding the level of housing land supply generally and the failure of
the Plan to conform with the Strategic Development Plan and Scottish Planning
Policy in that regard.
1.4 Notably, in response to these concerns, Aberdeenshire Council previously ran a
series of business breakfasts to response to the pressures for development in
Westhill in particular. Following an initial period of engagement, it was agreed that
a Westhill Business Forum be set up to foster links between businesses and the
community in Westhill. The Forum was co-ordinated by the Chamber of Commerce
and one of its first actions was to engage research on the needs and wants of
Westhill and to establish what could actually be delivered. The report puts the case
for more development in the Westhill area, particularly in terms of the need for a
co-ordinated Masterplan for the future growth of the settlement. A copy of the
report is attached as Appendix 3.
1.5 Stewart Milne Homes therefore again welcome the opportunity to present their
views on the appropriate direction for growth at Westhill for immediate and long
term mixed use allocations.
The following submissions are supported by a
Development Strategy prepared by Optimised Environments, appended as Appendix
1, and that document also includes input from Fairhurst on technical matters
including the delivery of local and strategic infrastructure.
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2.0 Scottish Planning Policy (SPP)
2.1 The aim of Scottish Planning Policy (SPP) is to ensure that development and
changes in land use occur in suitable locations and in themselves are sustainable.
Planning policies and decisions should not therefore prevent or inhibit development
and use of land in cities and towns unless there are sound reasons for doing so.
The planning system guides the future development and use of towns and cities in
the long-term public interest. The goal is for a prosperous and socially just Scotland
with a strong economy, homes, jobs and a good living environment for everyone.
Indeed, the Scottish Government’s economic strategy indicates that sustainable
growth is the key to unlocking Scotland’s potential and outlines the benefits of
planning for the future, including facilitating a supportive business environment,
creating a high quality and long-term residential environment and passing on a
sustainable legacy through effective future planning for all.
2.2 As one of the UK’s leading privately owned house builders Stewart Milne Homes
therefore engage in strategic land promotion and representation throughout
Scotland and specifically engage with the Scottish Government on national planning
policy with a view to creating appropriate strategic and local context for allocation
of land under their control for development purposes. Such an opportunity exists
at south Westhill.
3.0 Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic Development Plan (SDP) 2014
3.1 Westhill is currently not recognised by the SDP as being within a Strategic Growth
Area although Stewart Milne Homes and others will be submitting appropriate
representations to the recently published Main Issues Report, i.e. objecting to that
position and promoting the continued strategic growth of the settlement through a
re-designation of the western boundary of the Aberdeen Strategic Growth Area.
3.2 Within their previous Main Issues Report, Aberdeenshire Council recognised that
there is a significant level of support for the principle of releasing additional
development land at Westhill to assist the internationally important sub-sea cluster
located within the town. The needs of this highly mobile energy sector must
therefore be taken into account within these reviews as it is important to the longterm future of the north east of Scotland that the sub-sea cluster continues to view
Westhill as a globally significant location.
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4.0 Local Development Plan
4.1 The subject lands currently lie outwith the settlement boundary of Westhill, as
defined in the Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan 2017, and within Greenbelt
in the Aberdeen City Local Development Plan 2017.
4.2 Stewart Milne Homes (SMH) have engaged through the previous process of review
of both plans and submitted representations at the Call for Sites, Main Issues
Report and Proposed Plan stages of preparation. Those representations promoted
high level masterplanning and reasoned justification as to why the subject lands
should be allocated for residential and appropriate commercial development.
Since that time, control has been achieved over further land as required for the
effective masterplanning of the proposed southern expansion area.
The areas
under SMH control, and the proposed uses, can be summarised as offering the
opportunity for approximately 26 hectares of residential / mixed use development
which could accommodate 750 – 900 units; and 9 – 10 hectares of employment
land.
4.3 Through the detail within the submitted documentation, we therefore continue to
assert that the land at Damhead, Cadgerford / Backhill has the potential to be an
early and critical component in the planned, sustainable growth of the town
towards its natural southern boundaries.
4.4 To support this position a high-level development strategy for the expansion of
Westhill to the south has been prepared by Optimised Environments and Fairhurst.
It demonstrates how the Damhead/Cadgerford/Backhill integrated site can help in
the delivery of improvements to infrastructure and the provision of land to meet
demand for employment and residential uses. The Development Strategy is
attached as Appendix 1.
4.5 The strategy draws upon the findings of the Westhill Capacity Study which
assessed a number of development options around Westhill and favourably
considered the subject land as one of the areas most suitable for development.
The Study is included as Appendix 2.
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5.0 Westhill Capacity Study
5.1 This updated study usefully considers the capacity for future growth of the town
over a period of 20 – 25 years. This differs from the previous target of achieving
50% growth in housing stock which underpinned the initial 2008 study, therefore
the findings and recommendations arising from the updated study differ
significantly from the conclusions reached in 2008, reflected the ongoing growing
pressure on the town and sought to understand the opportunity for the future
growth potential of the settlement.
5.2 The key issues emanating from the updated Study should therefore again be
considered by policy makers through the emerging Aberdeenshire and Aberdeen
City Local Development Plans and the forthcoming review of the Strategic
Development Plan.
5.3 Significantly the capacity study was informed by and benefited from the latest
statistical and planning data from workshops comprising AMEC E&I staff and
Aberdeenshire Council officers from the Transportation and Economic
Development Departments and regular correspondence between members of the
Project Delivery client group. Its conclusions therefore carried and continue to
carry significant weight.
5.4 Positively, the study is underpinned by the assumption that development pressures
recently experienced in Westhill will continue, at least in the short to medium term.
It was also assumed that the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route (AWPR), which
at its nearest point is situated only 1km east of Westhill will be fully operational
within the 20-25 year time frame of the capacity study. The AWPR is currently
under construction and nearing completion. A further assumption is that the vast
majority of potential development in Westhill over the next 25 years will be funded
by the private sector, although limited public sector funding may become available
for infrastructure interventions.
5.5 The study clearly focused on opportunities to provide extensive employment land in
order to sustain Westhill as a centre of excellence in subsea engineering, in
addition to and providing opportunities to diversify the local economy. Significant
provision of employment land in Westhill will clearly have a positive impact on
sustainability objectives and this of course should be achieved alongside suitable
allocations for housing and other uses.
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5.6 Early in the process, the authors of the report recognised that due to the high level
nature of the study it was not possible or practical to consider detailed site-specific
or design related issues. It would be for others to look at these matters through
individual land promotion. Nevertheless the study does suggest that mixed use
development should be encouraged as an appropriate way of achieving the overall
vision for Westhill of creating a sustainable mixed community which balances
residential, commercial and employment related development in such a way as to
reduce the need to travel and create a vibrant place.
5.7 The study assessed a number of possible development options around Westhill to
determine a percentage weighting as to their suitability for development purposes.
70% or over was considered ‘Most Suitable’, 61-69% was considered ‘Suitable’
and lower than 60% was considered ‘Less Suitable’.
5.8 The subject land was included within site assessment areas 23 and 24. Area 23
achieved a score of 74% and Area 24 achieved a score of 73%, i.e. ‘Most Suitable’.
In the final report, out of the 24 sites assessed, the subject land is listed as being
within the Council,s short list of most suitable sites with a “strong preference” to be
developed first. Indeed all the land to the south of Westhill is categorised as “most
suitable”.
5.9 As the most up to date study regarding the development potential of the town,
these conclusions carry significant weight in the ongoing process of plan review and
Aberdeenshire Council should be planning for the strategically required releases
now to ensure that any perceived constraints can be dealt with through an
appropriate scale of enabling development.
6.0 Delivery
6.1 Outwith Westhill, there has been a clear failure of both extant Local Development
Plans to deliver the housing land requirements set by the approved SDP. These
issues were highlighted by various housebuilders, Stewart Milne Homes amongst
them, in response to the consultation on both emerging plans.
6.2 In Westhill, the demand for employment land is clear and was recognised through
the further allocation of employment land in the Aberdeenshire LDP 2017.
6.3 With reference to demand for housing and past completion rates at Westhill there
is clear evidence that planning policies are artificially constraining the delivery of
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housing supply and failing to provide ongoing continuity of marketable and
deliverable supply.
6.4 The Housing Land Audit 2017 confirms that over the last 5 years, 393 houses
were completed in Westhill, an average of just under 79 units per annum. Over the
next 5-year period there is a projected land supply of just 16 units. Surely an
unacceptably low level of housing land supply within a settlement of Westhill’s scale
and significance within the Garioch area. With further reference to the audit, if a
solution is to be found, it will not be from the constrained supply as there are only
38 units listed. A look back at other historic audits also similarly shows a healthy
annual delivery of housing units within Westhill, often exceeding 100 per annum,
peaking at 134 units in 2015. In terms of reference to the type of local supply,
Broadshade has this year been removed from the audit as the 190 unit site is now
complete. This second part of this site commenced after initially being artificially
held back by the phasing policy of the previous LDP; the consent in fact being
released through a successful appeal and not by the planning authority. We note
this context as the good delivery rates at Broadshade are simply a reflection of the
local demand in a very strong housing market area.
6.5 Aberdeenshire Council’s continued overarching reference to the headline audit
figures and a healthy land supply in the Aberdeen Housing Market Area simply fails
to appreciate the level of demand in good market areas such as Westhill and the
restriction that the Development Plan is placing on future completions in the
settlement.
6.6 The restrictive planning policies at Westhill are often used as an example of how a
lack of a long-term vision in a strong market settlement can unreasonably fetter the
ability to strategically plan for required infrastructure, education provision, etc.
Rather than these matters being considered a constraint and used as a reason not
to allocate additional land, effective forward planning such as the opportunity on the
subject lands should be used to address and facilitate strategic infrastructure
improvements through an appropriate scale of additional development allocation.
The subject land should therefore be allocated as the first phases of a wider
masterplanned area in line with the overall Westhill Capacity Study and the
attached South Westhill Development Strategy.
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7.0 Summary
7.1 In summary, the submitted documentation, in line with the SPP core principle of
supporting economically, environmentally and socially sustainable places, sets out a
high level strategy for the southerly expansion of Westhill, explores the key issues
to be considered and shows how the Damhead, Cadgerford and Backhill integrated
site will help in the delivery of improvements to infrastructure and the provision of
land to meet the identified demand for residential and employment uses.
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